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The beloved New York Times columnist "inspires women to embrace aging and look at it with a
new sense of hope" in this lively, fascinating, eye-opening look at women and aging in America
(Parade Magazine). "You're not getting older, you're getting better," or so promised the famous
1970's ad -- for women's hair dye. Americans have always had a complicated relationship with
aging: embrace it, deny it, defer it -- and women have been on the front lines of the battle,
willingly or not. In her lively social history of American women and aging, acclaimed New York
Times columnist Gail Collins illustrates the ways in which age is an arbitrary concept that has
swung back and forth over the centuries. From Plymouth Rock (when a woman was
considered marriageable if "civil and under fifty years of age"), to a few generations later, when
they were quietly retired to elderdom once they had passed the optimum age for reproduction,
to recent decades when freedom from striving in the workplace and caretaking at home is often
celebrated, to the first female nominee for president, American attitudes towards age have
been a moving target. Gail Collins gives women reason to expect the best of their golden
years.
What does the good news of Jesus mean for economics? Marrying biblical study, economic
theory, and practical advice, pastor Tom Nelson presents a vision for church ministry that
works toward the flourishing of the local community, beginning with its poorest and most
marginalized members and pushing us toward more nuanced understandings of wealth and
poverty.
She’s a high-class escort. He’s a heartbroken client. Falling in love was never in the contract…
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Grad student River Roberts is at the head of her class. But outside of the lecture hall, she’s
struggling to make ends meet. Refusing to let her diploma slip through her fingers, she joins a
secret student society that caters to the wealthy alumni’s deepest desires. But when she starts
to fall for a handsome client, she realizes she never factored in the price her heart would pay.
After his wife’s death, Jonathan Ferris fills his waking hours with high-powered acquisitions
and commodity trading. But no amount of cold hard cash can keep him warm at night.
Consumed by loneliness, he turns to his alma mater’s escort service. But his passionate
encounters with a co-ed who’s as smart as she is sexy make him wonder if there’s something
more between them than money. With graduation fast approaching, can River and Jonathan
see past the price tag and open their hearts to true love? The Dean’s List is the first
standalone novel in the steamy Making the Grade romance series. If you like secret societies,
sizzling sex scenes, and forbidden love affairs, then you’ll adore Kelly Collins’ irresistible
read. Buy The Dean’s List to enroll in a sultry secret romance today!
Lynn, Massachusetts, once the leading shoe manufacturing city of the United States, was in
many ways a model of the industrial city that much of America was to become. This study of
the early industrial revolution in Lynn focuses on the journeymen shoemakers--leading
participants in the making of the institutions, ideas, and events that form central themes in the
history of working people in America. Spanning the time period from just after the American
Revolution to the Civil War, it places special emphasis on the social changes that accompany
industrialization, and the impact of those changes on workers. It examines the shoe industry
and shoemaking in detail: wages and conditions of work, social clubs and political parties,
strikes as well as schools, and trade unions as well as temperance societies. It also explores
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property ownership and social mobility, the origins and nature of class consciousness and
class ideology, and the relations between workers and manufacturers across the spectrum of
social institutions. This rich, detailed study of the industrial revolution in a single community is
one of the few books available that combines labor history and social history, revealing the
fullness and breadth in the experience of the working people.
American democracy is informed by the 18th century’s most cutting edge thinking on society,
economics, and government. We’ve learned some things in the intervening 230 years about
self interest, social behaviors, and how the world works. Now, authors Eric Liu and Nick
Hanauer argue that some fundamental assumptions about citizenship, society, economics, and
government need updating. For many years the dominant metaphor for understanding markets
and government has been the machine. Liu and Hanauer view democracy not as a machine,
but as a garden. A successful garden functions according to the inexorable tendencies of
nature, but it also requires goals, regular tending, and an understanding of connected
ecosystems. The latest ideas from science, social science, and economics—the cutting-edge
ideas of today--generate these simple but revolutionary ideas: True self interest is mutual
interest. (Society, it turns out, is an ecosystem that is healthiest when we take care of the
whole.) Society becomes how we behave. (The model of citizenship depends on contagious
behavior, hence positive behavior begets positive behavior.) We’re all better off when we’re
all better off. (The economy is not an efficient machine. It’s an effective garden that need
tending. Adjust the definition of wealth to society creating solutions for all.) Government should
be about the big what and the little how. (Government should establish the ideas and the
goals, and then let the people find the solutions of how to make it happen.) Freedom is
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responsibility. (True freedom is not about living some variant of libertarianism but rather an
active cooperation a part of a big whole society; freedom costs a little freedom.) The Gardens
of Democracy is an optimistic, provocative, and timely summons to improve our role as citizens
in a democratic society.
"The main scope of the book is to highlight the importance of intangible resources in business
management, evidenced in their measurement and financial valuation, and the need for a
strategic analysis that enables them to be identified and then assessed"--Provided by
publisher.
In this Second Edition of this radical social history of America from Columbus to the present,
Howard Zinn includes substantial coverage of the Carter, Reagan and Bush years and an
Afterword on the Clinton presidency. Its commitment and vigorous style mean it will be
compelling reading for under-graduate and post-graduate students and scholars in American
social history and American studies, as well as the general reader.
Can a good company become a great one and, if so, how?After a five-year research project,
Collins concludes that good to great can and does happen. In this book, he uncovers the
underlying variables that enable any type of organization to
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and
mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Pamela Slim, a former corporate training manager, left her office job twelve years ago to go
solo and has enjoyed every bit of it. In her groundbreaking book, based on her popular blog
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Escape from Cubicle Nation, Slim explores both the emotional issues of leaving the corporate
world and the nuts and bolts of launching a business. Drawing on her own career, as well as
stories from her coaching clients and blog readers, Slim will help readers weigh their options,
and make a successful escape if they decide to go for it.
The NRSV Go-Anywhere Compact Thinline Bible is the most portable edition of the NRSV
available today. At less than an inch thick, this compact edition combines the portability you?d
expect in a compact Bible with the readability of a larger Bible. Perfect for personal use or for
gift giving. The New Revised Standard Version is the most trusted, most accepted, and most
accurate translation of the Bible on the market. It is recognized in scholarly circles as the most
accurate translation into English of the original Hebrew and Greek texts. In the tradition of its
predecessors, the King James Version and the Revised Standard Version, the NRSV was
designed to be the "standard" version for English-speaking people across all denominations.
None of the new, more sectarian translations have approached its standards of elegance and
accuracy. Features include: - Apocryphal and Deuterocanonical Books of Scripture - Bonded
leather - Craft-sewn binding for added strength and long life - Fine Bible paper to maximize
readability and portability - Easy-to-read typeface in a double-column setting - Thinline - less
than 1 inch thick - makes it easy to take with you wherever you go - Gilded edges and a ribbon
marker - Presentation page for gift-giving
Is Inequality in America Irreversible?John Wiley & Sons
The magazine that helps career moms balance their personal and professional lives.
With the same powerful evidence, and range of reference, as his global bestseller Capital in
the Twenty-First Century - and in columns of 700 words, rather than 700 pages Page 5/11
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Chroniclessets out Thomas Piketty's analysis of the financial crisis, what has happened since
and where we should go from here. Tackling a wider range of subjects than in Capital, from
Barack Obama to the migration crisis, it comprises the very best of his writing for
Liberationfrom 2008 until the present day. Now, translated into English for the first time, it
further cements Piketty's reputation as the world's leading thinker today.
The assassination of Mexico’s leader has just occurred and the U.S. economy is on the verge
of collapse. How are the two entertwined? The FDIC’s top two investigators have been
ordered to New York to examine the documents of one of New Yorks largest banks but it’s
only after they arrive that they are made aware of the full scope of their visit. Tragedy befalls
one of them and the investigation takes the other half way around the world. One last question
for the reader - is this book fiction or fact?
Joe Duffy takes the pulse of the Irish nation every day on Liveline. Whenever somebody wants
to get something off their chest, the advice is often: “Talk to Joe”. Just Joe reveals the private
man behind the public voice. Joe writes with raw honesty about his difficult upbringing in
working-class Ballyfermot, with a hard-drinking father and hard-working mother, and about his
younger brother Brendan, who has drink and drug problems and has spent time in prison. For
Joe, education was key to a fresh start. He was one of the first from his area to attend
university at Trinity College Dublin. His social justice campaigning led to him becoming
President of the Union of Students in Ireland. He spent two weeks in Mountjoy Jail following a
protest against government cutbacks. Joe eventually moved into a career in RTÉ Radio, where
he first became known as a roving reporter on The Gay Byrne Show, before finally finding his
niche on Liveline. Just Joe highlights the major stories and controversies raised by the
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programme; it also deals with the shocking death in 2010 of Joe’s friend and fellow
broadcaster Gerry Ryan. This is a riveting, deeply felt and fascinating memoir of a complex,
passionate man.
Today’s economic growth challenges will become greater in the future because of the world’s
aging population, fertility trends and current levels, and current entitlement policies. Those
challenges could be overcome, however, with thoughtful public policies and a culture that
fosters responsibility and appreciation. This book reconsiders what makes us “healthy,
wealthy, and wise.” It focuses on how we might reimagine health care, retirement, and
education policies to usher in a new ERA (from Entitlement to Responsibility with Appreciation)
of sustainable long-term economic growth.
In spite of the double burden of racial and gender discrimination, African-American women
have developed a rich intellectual tradition that is not widely known. In Black Feminist Thought,
Patricia Hill Collins explores the words and ideas of Black feminist intellectuals as well as those
African-American women outside academe. She provides an interpretive framework for the
work of such prominent Black feminist thinkers as Angela Davis, bell hooks, Alice Walker, and
Audre Lorde. The result is a superbly crafted book that provides the first synthetic overview of
Black feminist thought.

? FIND AN ADDRESS IN AN INSTANT - Amazing address book with A-Z tabs to
go straight to the details you need. No more looking through bits of paper, store
all your contacts in one of these address books. ? ALL DETAILS - Each contact
entry contains space for a Name, home address, 3 Phone numbers, Social
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Media, Email and Birthday. ? MORE ENTRY SPACES THAN EVER! - This
address book has enough space to record more than 300 Addresses. With a
maximum of 12 spaces per letter; So there's space for all your contacts.
FEATURES: A to Z Tabs. Premium Floral Matte Cover. Size 8" x 10". With all
your contacts in one place you will never have to go on mad searches for an
address, phone number or even a birthday. Gift this to yourself or to any one you
love ??
Just say "no" to piles of sticky notes with your passwords and logins! A timely
and valuable resource in the "Age of the Hacker." This essential notebook
maintains your personal and financial safety. Record the necessarily complex
passwords and user log-in names required to thwart hackers. This time- and
headache-saving logbook has numerous tabbed alphabetical pages to make
looking up a website address--and its corresponding log-in(s) and password(s) easy to manage. It fits within a purse or briefcase, if you need to take it with you.
Each entry has multiple locations to note new/changing log-ins or passwords,
some notes about creating user names and passwords, Internet safety tips,
locations to record software and hardware license numbers, home and business
network settings, and more. For the ultimate in online safety, follow these tips: -Forget the dictionary. -- Never use the same password twice. -- The longer your
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password, the longer it will take to crack. -- Just "jam" on your keyboard to create
an entirely random password. -- Store your password off the computer. With this
book, create and keep unique and difficult passwords and log-in names with
ease!
Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the fast food
industry on modern-day health, economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment,
and food production.
Actress, presenter, talent show judge. Daughter, wife, mother, survivor. There's
so much more to Amanda Holden than fame. A natural-born performer,
Amanda's journey to becoming one of the most recognisable faces on our
screens today has been one full of love, laughter and tears. A British star and
nationally treasured actress, she has appeared on our screens and stages for
over 20 years. In the notoriously tricky world of show business, Amanda has
carved out her own identity and enjoyed impressive longevity, not least as the
longest running judge on hit ITV show Britain's Got Talent. She never fails to
keep her audience engaged and entertained. Charming, funny and incredibly
honest, her story is remarkable. For the first time, No HoldingBacktells it in her
own words, in her own way, and shows her fans the real woman behind the
headlines.
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One of the most important yet least understood organizations in the world, the
WTO is a lynchpin of globalization, allowing us to enjoy products and services
from around the globe. However, it also lays bare the frailty of many industries,
leading some to claim that it stokes unemployment and harms the developing
world. In this engaging introduction, David Collins examines the goals of the
WTO and the difficulties experienced by member countries struggling to adapt to
the pressures of globalization. Refuting the argument that the WTO should
expand its mandate to cover wider social issues, Collins demonstrates how this
would confuse the organization’s primary objective – to liberalize international
trade. With case studies straight from the headlines and clear explanations of
complex issues like regional trade agreements and currency manipulation, this
lucid exposition is an essential insight into what the WTO does and how it fits into
the world we know.
The Friend will make you think twice about the company you keep.
The M?ori economy is often defined simply by the contributions of M?ori in New Zealand in the
areas of farming, fisheries and forestry. This book explores the ways that M?ori in the
privatised military industry contribute in monetary and non-monetary ways to the M?ori
economy. Workers in the privatised military industry very rarely, if ever, give interviews about
their work or details about their pay. However, this book includes five interviews with M?ori who
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have worked or are still working in the privatised military industry and explores how they
articulate themselves as M?ori in the industry, giving a glimpse at this secret world and how
M?ori operate in it.
An excellent study of linkages between the global and local, demonstrating opportunities and
challenges for contemporary sociolinguistics.
An economist and author of Price Theory explains how the fundamental principles of
economics can be used to understand marriage, children, crime, war, and other important
aspects of modern life. 20,000 first printing.
We are living in a time of extreme inequality: America’s three richest people now own as much
wealth as the bottom half of the population. Although most accept that this is grotesque, many
politicians accept it as irreversible. In this book, leading US researcher and activist Chuck
Collins succinctly diagnoses the drivers of rampant inequality, arguing that such disparities
have their roots in 40 years of the powerful rigging the system in their favor. He proposes a farreaching policy agenda, analyzes the barriers to progress, and shows how transformative local
campaigns can become a national movement for change. This book is a powerful analysis of
how the plutocracy sold us a toxic lie, and what we can do to reverse inequality.
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